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SHIFT AND SAVE THIS SUMMER
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SHIFT AND SAVE 
This summer, reduce energy usage on weekdays between 1 and 5 p.m.,* 

and take advant age of lower prices on nights and weekends.

ComEd.com/HourlyPricing

*During the summer, electricity prices are typically highest between 
1 and 5 p.m. Depending on market conditions, prices can vary from this typical pattern. 

Savings cannot be guaranteed. 

Highest Prices: 
1 – 5 p.m.



TAKE THREE SIMPLE ACTIONS  
WHEN ALERTS ARE SENT:

Use an outdoor grill or microwave 
instead of the oven or stovetop on
a hot summer day.

Use your major appliances
during lower-priced hours, like 
nights and weekends.

When you’re out, reset your 
thermostat to a higher temperature  
so it’s not cooling empty rooms.
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Reduce electricity use tomorrow between
3 - 5 p.m. to lower your bill. 

Hourly Pricing Alert 
for tomorrow  (7/12/2017) 

Hourly Pricing Alert
(7/11/17 at 2 p.m.)

Hourly prices are currently high. Reset 
your thermostat to a higher temperature. 
Delay use of major appliances.

NEW ENHANCED ALERTS FOR THE SUMMER
Hourly Pricing alerts have been enhanced to help you save even more. The alerts 
will tell you to either reduce now or tomorrow. Additionally, to increase your 
savings you can expect to receive more alerts.

Alerts are sent when electricity prices are trending high or when electricity demand 
is expected to peak the following day.

No matter when an alert tells you to reduce, just take the same actions you 
normally would -- like delaying the start of major appliances or raising your air 
conditioner thermostat by a few degrees. For more information on Hourly Pricing 
alerts, visit the FAQs at ComEd.com/HourlyPricing.

DIGITS UP TO DATE? 
Sign up or update your Hourly Pricing Alert 
notification preferences by logging into your  
My Hourly Pricing Account at  
ComEd.com/HourlyPricing.

You can receive notifications via email, text or 
phone. You can also see your personalized usage 
trends and savings information 24/7.



THERMOSTAT SETTINGS FOR PRE-COOLING
Run your air conditioner overnight to help you save. If you take advantage of low overnight electricity prices and make your home extra 
cool, your home will retain this cool air throughout the following morning and afternoon, so you don’t need to run your air conditioner 
when electricity prices may be more expensive.

69-72° 82-85° 75-78°

Idle: 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Comfort: 6 - 10 p.m.Pre-cooling: 10 p.m. - 10 a.m. 

GET INSTANT ONLINE REBATES AND MORE!
Have you visited ComEd Marketplace? Get instant rebates on energy-efficient products for your home that help you save energy and 
money, such as smart thermostats and LED lightbulbs. And find connected home security products that provide you with peace of mind.  
Plus get FREE shipping on orders of $49 or more! Have a look at ComEd.com/SummerReadyMarketplace. 



That’s like preventing the same 
emissions from a road trip that 

stretches more than: 
87 million miles

Hourly Pricing participants have 
saved more than 
$16 million 

since the program began in 2007

And reduced more than
44 million kWh

in energy use

$$ $

$ $


